
Unique features:
Automatic density analysis
200X digital magnification
Imported electronic components
Elegant apperence design
Field of application:
Textile, Clothing Industry,Consumer electronic,  Industry inspection, Instrument,  Health Care,
Laboratory, Vehicle maintenance and repair ,Auto industry,Sewer and Pipe
inspection,Security.
Software Application on Windows :
software provides snapshot, video recording, measurement, and etc







Application:
Plug C003 to computer, put it onto the object and make sure logo face to operator.
Double click to run the software
Rotate the central knob to adjust suitable magnification
Rotate focus knob to make image clear; to make the density inspection precise and easy,
please keep the textile texture horizontal and vertical
Set 3 sampling points by click left button; To be convenient to adjust, please choose
intersections of warp and weft and set the second sampling point in the corner. If sampling
points is not ideal, please click it by left button to activate it(overstriking), then use Mouse for
rough adjustment or use direction key in the keyboard for precise adjustment until computer
density lines match the warp and weft of textile perfectly. Current data shows the warp
density and weft density on the right part of the software.
Read picture: Reading picture is only for double analysis for existing pictures, which are
saved during report generation.Please follow this step during reading picture: select
picture->open; It may cause unpredictable problems if double click the selected pictures.
Customer name and analyst. Select: pull down list and click left button; Add new: input in
customer name column and save by report generation. Delete: pull down list, select and
delete by clicking right button
Report number generates by system chronologically
Measure Click in the lower right corner; after the symbol changes to, set 2 arbitrary points to
measure the length. Click again after measurement, software will return to density analysis
condition.






